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Editorial

Meet the Team

What a term it has been.
With Ofsted coming and
the general election, it
has been an actionpacked term from every
department. The new
house system has been
a hit with many house
competitions throughout
the term. I hope we are
ready for a new and
exciting term. I hope you
had a wonderful
Christmas and I hope you
enjoy our first edition of
the Nook Book!!

Together, we will bring you news, sports updates,
topical articles and share school news. We hope
you enjoy it!

Jonathon Spencer
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We asked Mrs Ingham from
Performing Arts some
questions:
How long have you been
working at SNHS?
I first started teaching here in 2012
when I was on placement for my
teacher training. I then got the job
here and started as a Drama
teacher in September 2014, went
to Head of Drama in 2016 and
started as Head of Performing Arts
in 2018. I am going into my 6th
year of teaching here.
What did you want to be when
you were younger?
When I was younger, I of course
wanted to act for a living, but when
I got to High School my drama
teacher was really inspirational
which led me to think about a
teaching career of my own.
What is your favourite part of
SNHS?
The best bit for me is the talent we
have. I don’t think the majority of
pupils I teach actually know how
good they are, and I know that I
am very lucky to work at a school
where I experience that.
What is your favourite part of
teaching drama?
It’s a subject where you really get
to know pupils and pupils enjoy it
which makes it fun for me! I also
love that I still get chance to act a
lot, even if it is just in the
classroom!
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If you were teaching another
subject, what would it be and
why?
I did Resistant Materials and
Media Studies at A Level so I think
it would have to be one of those,
definitely a subject that is pretty
practical.
Why should people choose
Performing Arts?
I think it is really important to
choose a creative subject as you
can develop skills you will need in
any job, like communication,
leadership and confidence in
speaking publicly. But mainly
because it is chance to be
imaginative and express yourself
and hopefully become passionate
about the Arts and love the course,
whether it be Music or Drama or
both! I think it’s important to leave
school with excellent grades, but it
is also just as important to be a
well-rounded person, with
transferable skills, who is prepared
for life ahead, and I think the
Performing Arts subjects really
develop that!

The Talent Show

What an amazing night for
Salendine nook. It was packed with
talent and was amazing to watch.
This was an unforgettable evening
showcasing some amazing skills.
As a judge, I found it very hard to
come up with a clear winner. It was
simply fantastic! I was blown away
by the talent we have. Well done to
everyone who took part.
The winners are as follows:
KS3 Audience winner:
Spencer Cushing
KS3 Runner up:
Emilya Owen Herrera
KS3 Winner:
Jamal Hussain
KS4 Audience Winners:
James Mallinson and
Jozef Chasiak Pratt
KS4 Runner Up:
Ashanti Castillo
KS4 winners:
Ben Goulding, Lamisa Chowdhury,
Lucy Reid
Overall Winners:
Madeline Keene and Ellie Lefevre.
Do you have talent? Get ready for
the talent show 2020!
Jonathan Spencer

‘Beauty and the Beast’

On Thursday (5th December), the ‘Beauty and the Beast’ cast came together for
the first rehearsal. It was announced on Thursday 28th November who was
performing in the show. Mrs Ingham, Mr Spittle, Mr Roe and staff members from
the Performing Arts department have worked very hard to pull a show like this
together. The show is very exclusive and you will have a wonderful time watching
it. The show is in July with dates and tickets released nearer to the time.
Vanshika Singh
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Girls’ Football

Girls football is one of the fastest
growing sports in the world, but
why should you get involved?
Women’s football recently hit a
new record of an attendance of
60,000 people at a match, which
apart from proving how fast the
sport is growing, shows the crowds
for the sport are multiplying rapily.
In a few years, women footballers
will be playing in front of crowds of
80,000 or so. Recently the Women’s
World Cup was played (America won)
and this was watched on billions of
screens across the globe. The players
involved were some of the most
famous people on the planet for a
few weeks. Surely you would want
this?

Sport - September to December

You could be an inspiration for
countless people and win awards
galore. You could earn millions and
have fans all over the world. Why
not? Outside of school, I’m sure
you’d be fascinated to know
that Megan Rapinoe from America
won the “women’s best” award
in the FIFA award ceremony and
met fantastic players like Lionel
Messi and Virgil Van Dijk. The USA
won the women’s world cup and
England lost in the semi-finals to
the champions USA, 2-1. This was
a shame as England played very
well but the USA played very well
and saved a penalty by a shot from
Steph Houghton.
Kain Hadley

The girl’s football team have played a few games so far and have done really
well in most of them! The girls had a tournament which they won 2 out of 4
games. I think this is a very good start to say they have never played with each
other before the start of term. They also played a match which they sadly lost
7-1 but worked hard. I am very sure that next term they will start to win a lot
more as they start to play together.
Well done so far to the
girls, keep it up!
Good luck in your
next games.
Zachary Pratt
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Why Every School Needs a Teachers’ Pantomime

This year, the pantomime was ‘Jack and the Beanstalk’ with a twist. It was a
hilarious pantomime in which the audience were encouraged (by Mrs Mason
and Miss Hornsby) to participate. It was a wonderful and amazing show that was
truly spectacular. Every member of staff that took part should be very proud of
themselves.
A teachers’ pantomime is a great way to end a term. It gives the teachers, who
we usually only see in lessons, an opportunity to show their fun and creative
side. It gives the children a chance to relax and have a laugh. It also allows the
school to provide a pantomime without the cost of hiring a company to do it. It is
a win-win for both staff and students.
Jonathon Spencer

Why are hot drinks not allowed
at break time anymore?

Due to the safety of students, hot
drinks are not allowed at break
times anymore as they can cause
some serious incidents in the
already busy Salendine Hall. If the
drink is spilt on the floor it can be
a slip hazard for other students.
Worse, if you were to spill it on
somebody else it could result
in burning. Nevertheless, it was
agreed that hot chocolates should
still be sold before school as many
people walk to school in the freezing
cold and it can warm them up.
Matilda Harris
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Why are Teens so Concerned about Body Image?
According to PRNewswire’s research on the 19th of September 2017, almost
94% of teenagers in the UK are concerned and self-conscious about how they
look, despite the fact that only 22% of British citizens are an unhealthy weight.
In a society where teenagers and young adults are excessively technology-focused,
it is hard for them to avoid the idea that girls should be hourglass shaped and
curvy yet still skinny, which are often unrealistic goals. Likewise, boys supposedly
need to be extremely tall and excessively muscly. Funnily enough, only a small
amount of bodies conforms to these ideals, but many teenagers fail to see this.
Everyone needs to understand that we are all beautiful and different; just because
society promotes an ideal look doesn’t mean everyone has to meet that
expectation. Teenagers can find themselves sinking into a deep hole, looking at
their peers and thinking, “Why can’t I look like them?”, yet the people they are
idolising are most likely feeling insecure as well.
It’s not only teenagers that struggle with body image. Studies show that one in
four seven-year-olds have tried to lose weight at least once before. At the age of
seven, their lives should be filled with laughter and play. Furthermore, children
are still growing and therefore shouldn’t stress about their appearance because
their bodies are constantly changing as they develop into young adults. Social
media and technology are constantly showing women with so-called perfect,
beautiful bodies, yet most bodies will be perfect in their own, unique way.

So, what is a perfect body? One that’s healthy, active and is accepted for what it is.
Matilda Harris
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Guess the Staff Member

Clue:
Nobody could ever describe this baby as pug ugly.
Answer will be in the next edition.
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House News

Neptune Saturn Venus Jupiter Mars
House events coming up:
January
●
●
●
		

Big history quiz
Sports events every Friday after school
Events on every Tuesday in the Salendine hall
– ask your form tutor for details.

February
●
Maths: UK maths challenge
●
Sports events every Friday after school
●
Events on every Tuesday in the Salendine hall
		
– ask your form tutor for details.
March
●
●
●
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Art: drawing event. Deadline march 2nd
Sports events every Friday after school
Events on every Tuesday in the Salendine hall
– ask your form tutor for details.

HOUSE

POINTS AS OF THE
END OF LAST TERM

CURRENT
POINTS

Saturn

2305

2470

Mars

1955

2135

Jupiter

1332

1512

Venus

1340

1450

Neptune

1329

1419

